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Abstra t: The work examines the possibility of using formal-veri ation methods
and tools for reasoning about s ienti - omputation methods. The need to verify
about in nite-state systems has led to the development of formal frameworks
for modeling in nite on-going behaviors, and it seems very likely that these
frameworks an also be helpful in the ontext of numeri al methods. In parti ular,
the use of hybrid systems, whi h model in nite-state systems with a nite ontrol,
seems promising.
The work introdu es Probabilisti o-minimal hybrid systems, whi h ombine ows
de nable in an o-minimal stru ture with the probabilisti hoi es allowed in
probabilisti hybrid systems. We show that probabilisti o-minimal hybrid systems
have nite bisimulations, thus the rea hability and the nonemptiness problems for
them are de idable. To the best of our knowledge, this forms the strongest type of
hybrid systems for whi h the nonemptiness problem is de idable, hen e also the
strongest andidate for modelling s ienti - omputation methods.
Keywords: Hybrid systems, probabilisti models, formal methods

1. INTRODUCTION
This work examines the possibility of using
formal-veri ation methods and tools for reasoning about s ienti - omputation methods. The
need to reason about in nite-state systems has
led to the development of formal frameworks for
modeling in nite on-going behaviors, and it seems
very likely that these frameworks an also be
helpful in the ontext of numeri al methods. In
parti ular, the use of hybrid systems, whi h model
in nite-state systems with a nite ontrol, seems
promising.
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We introdu e some negative results about the appropriateness of existing formal-veri ation methods and tools. In parti ular, we show that an
extension of the allowed dynami of hybrid systems with linear di erential equations in ways
that would enable the modeling of simple numeri al s hemes result in systems for whi h the
rea hability problem (whi h is at the heart of
the nonemptiness problem and other problems
to whi h veri ation is redu ed) is unde idable.
These results have led to a sequen e of unde idability results for problems in numeri al methods
(e.g., the problem of de iding whether the Newton method onverges for a given fun tion and
an initial value is proved as unde idable), whi h
together with similar known results from (Blum et

al., 1997) suggested that our attempts should be
less ambitious, as many numeri al s hemes involve
unde idable queries.

A ordingly, our e orts have fo used in di erent
types of extensions of hybrid systems that seem
helpful in the ontext of numeri al analysis and
for whi h the rea hability problem is still de idable. A uni ed approa h to de idability questions
for veri ation algorithms of hybrid systems is
obtained by the onstru tion of a bisimulation.
Bisimulations are nite state quotients whose
rea hability properties are equivalent to those of
the original in nite state hybrid system. Orderminimal hybrid systems, whi h were introdu ed
by (La erriere et al., 2000), are initialized hybrid
systems whose relevant sets and ows are de nable in an order-minimal (o-minimal, for short)
stru ture (that is, every de nable subset of R
is a nite, possible unbounded, union of points
and intervals). This extends lassi al hybrid systems whose dynami s onsist of linear traje tories (Henzinger, 1996). La erriere et al. proved
that o-minimal hybrid systems always admit nite bisimulations, and presented other lasses
of hybrid systems with more omplex dynami s for whi h nite bisimulations exist. As studied in (van den Dries and Miller, 1996), quite
many useful theories are o-minimal. This makes
o-minimal hybrid systems a good staring point,
better than the initial andidates. Rather than
extending them by more omplex dynami s, we
follow an orthogonal approa h, of extending ominimal hybrid systems them with probabilities.
We extend hybrid systems with linear di erential equations with probabilities, whi h enables
their use for getting probabilisti bounds on the
performan e of ontrollers and designs (?). Su h
bounds are required when it is impossible to
meet the spe i ation deterministi ally. We introdu e Probabilisti o-minimal hybrid systems,
whi h ombine ows de nable in an o-minimal
stru ture with the probabilisti hoi es allowed
in probabilisti hybrid systems. We show that
probabilisti o-minimal hybrid systems have nite
bisimulations, thus their rea hability problem is
de idable. Given a probabilisti o-minimal hybrid
system H, we onstru t a nite-state automaton
A su h that H and A are bisimilar. Veri ation
of properties of H is then redu ed to veri ation
of properties of A.
We suggest several appli ations to the stronger
model of probabilisti o-minimal systems. One
type of appli ations has to do with the initial goal
of the work { using them for modeling and reasoning about probabilisti numeri al s hemes su h
as Monte Carlo methods (Hammersley and Hands omb, 1964) that have less ompli ated dynami s
but are of probabilisti nature. A se ond type of

appli ations has to do with the ability of probabilisti o-minimal systems to model ompli ated
realisti dynami s, as demonstrated in Se tion 3.1.
Due to the la k of spa e, many details are omitted,
and an be found in (Auerba h, 2002).
2. UNDECIDABILITY
Newton's method is the most basi \sear h algorithm" of numeri al analysis and s ienti
omputation. Given a real-valued fun tion, Newton's
method sear hes iteratively for real numbers in
whi h the fun tion value is zero. For a fun tion
g : R ! R and an initial point n0 2 R , the Newton
sequen e for g and n0 is a real-valued sequen e
ni+1 = ni gg0((nnii)) , where i = 0; 1; 2; : : : and g 0 denotes the derivative of g . The Newton-method onvergen e problem is to de ide whether Newton's
method rea hes lose enough a zero of the fun tion
after a ertain number of iterations. It is easy to
redu e the Newton-method onvergen e problem
to the rea hability problem in a hybrid system
with a single real-valued variable that orresponds
to the intermediate values of the sequen e. The
theory of real omputation des ribed in (Blum et
al., 1997) implies that the onvergen e problem is
unde idable. Our alternative proof redu e Newton
onvergen e problem to the halting problem of
a one-register ma hine (Minsky, 1967). It follows
that the rea hability problem for hybrid systems
that model simple s ienti - omputation methods is unde idable. It also suggests an alternative
proof for the unde idability result in (Alur and
Dill, 1994).
3. PROBABILISTIC HYBRID SYSTEMS
A hybrid system is a omputational model that
has dis rete and ontinuous omponents. The
state spa e of a hybrid system onsists of disrete and ontinuous elements. A state of a hybrid system hanges a ording to both dis rete
and ontinuous transitions. A dis rete transition resets some or all of the state elements.
A ontinuous transition hanges the ontinuous
elements of the state a ording to a system
of ordinary di erential equations. Hybrid systems are used to model a wide range of appli ation su h as real-time ir uits (Maler and
Yovine, 1996), hemi al pro esses (Engell et al.,
2000), air traÆ management systems (Livadas
et al., 1999; Lygeros et al., 1998b; Tomlin et
al., 1998), automated highway systems (Horowitz
and Varaiya, 2000; Lygeros et al., 1998a; Varaiya,
1993), roboti s (Alur et al., 2000a; Song et al.,
2000), biologi al pro esses (Ben-Ja ob, 1997), and
hemi al pro ess (Turk et al., 1997). Surveys an
be found in (Alur et al., 2000b; Henzinger, 2002).
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Fig. 1. The ba teria-growing system H.
A probabilisti hybrid system is a hybrid system
that de ides probabilisti ally about its transitions.
The system pi ks the next dis rete transition and
the duration of a ontinuous transition randomly.
Probabilisti hybrid system are used in analysis of
randomized distributed algorithms (Lehmann and
Rabin, 1981), fault-tolerant systems, embedded
systems, air traÆ management (Hu et al., 2000),
traÆ ontrol (?), and more.
A general hybrid system an model almost every
physi al system. Yet, the expressiveness of hybrid
systems is often impra ti al, as it involves reasoning about in nite state spa es. Probabilisti
hybrid systems with linear di erential equations
that do not involve nondeterminism are shown to
have onstru tible nite bisimulations (La erriere
et al., 1999), hen e, verifying their properties is
de idable. In parti ular, he king whether a subset of states of a probabilisti hybrid system with
linear di erential equations is visited in nitely
often as time diverges is de idable.
3.1 Overview by example

An overview of our approa h example drawn from
the biote hnologi al eld. We introdu e a pro ess
of ba teria growing. A probabilisti hybrid system
and a bisimilar nite-state automaton model the
pro ess.
The ba teria-growing pro ess involves a ontrol
unit and three ontainers. Ea h ontainer ontains
a solution of ba teria, food onsumed by the
ba teria, and poisons that ba teria produ e. The
food{poison rate in ea h ontainer determines the
growing onditions of the ba teria as follows.

The probabilisti hybrid system H, whi h is shown
in Figure 1, models the pro ess. The system has
three dis rete states q1 , q2 , and q3 that model
the growing (ri h in food and low in poisonous

produ ts), neutral (similar quantities of food and
poinson), and de reasing (highly poisonous) ontainers, respe tively. The real-value variables b
and p denote the amount of ba teria and poison,
respe tively. The system ontinuous state is a
two-dimensional real-valued ve tor that stores the
ba teria and poison quantities. A state of H is
a pair of a dis rete state and a ontinuous state.
For example, the initial state is hq1 ; h1; 0ii, i.e., the
solution is initially in the growing ontainer, whi h
has 1 unit of ba teria and no poison. The system
state hanges by transitions of two types as follows. A ontinuous transition hanges the system
ontinuous state. A dis rete transition hanges
both the dis rete and the ontinuous state. A path
of the system is a sequen e of alternating ontinuous and dis rete transitions. Ea h dis rete state
has an invariant set, e.g., the invariant set of q1 is
the triangular set fhb; pi 2 R 2 : 0  p  b < 10g.
The dis rete state may be q1 if the ba teria and
poison quantities belong to the invariant set of q1 .
When the dis rete state is q1 , a ontinuous transition o urs. During the transition ontinuous
state of H hanges a ording to the following
ordinary di erential equation. dtd hb; pi = hb; 2i.
The r.h.s. of the di erential equation is referred to
as the ow ve tor eld of q1 , denoted by Fq . The
ontinuous state keeps hanging a ording to the
di erential equation above until the es ape time
from q1 is rea hed. Then, a dis rete transition that
resets both dis rete state and ontinuous state o urs. The es ape time from q1 is probabilisti ally
pi ked a ording to the density fun tion (q1 )(t) =
0:4  U([ln 7; ln 8))(t) + 0:6  U([ln 8; ln 10℄)(t). i.e.,
the probability to hoose
the es ape time in the
R
interval [ln 8; ln 10℄ is lnln810 Dens(q1 )(t) dt = 0:6.
When the the es ape time from q1 is rea hed,
H makes a dis rete transition indu ed by either
edges e1 , e2 , or e3 . The guard set of both edges e2
and e3 is fhb; pi 2 R 2 : b  8g. If the state belongs
to the guard set, the edges e2 and e3 are enabled

and the system probabilisti ally pi ks ea h edge
a ording to the edge probability parameter, i.e.,
e2 is hosen with probability 0:7 and e3 is hosen with probability 0:3. The reset set of e2 is
fhb; pi 2 R 2 : b = 4 and p = 4g. The state of H
is reset to hq2 ; h4; 4ii when the dis rete transition
indu ed by e2 is taken.
For a dis rete state q , the dis rete state may
stays q forever if the density fun tion of q has
an unboubnded support. For example, the density
fun tion of q3 is the following exponential density
fun tion. Dens(q3 )(t) = e (t ln 2) if t  ln 2 and
zero otherwise. For every t1  ln 2, the probability
to hoose an es ape time that is greater than t1
is positive. Thus, the dis rete state may be q3
forever. Some states are designated as nal states,
denoted by XF = fq3 g  [0; 0:5)  f6g.
The system is non blo king, that is, all system
paths let time diverge. For every state that is
rea hable form the initial state, there exists either
dis rete or ontinuous transition that hanges the
state.
The question of interest is as follows: does the
system stay forever in the set of nal states with
positive probability? In order to answer the question, a nite-state automaton A that bisimulates
the system H is onstru ted. The automaton A,
shown in Figure 2, is referred to as the quotient
automaton of H. The states of A are sets of states
of H, e.g.,the state X10 of the automaton A is
the set XF of nal states of H. The automaton
has additional spe ial states referred to as gateway
states. A positive probability value is assigned to
every edge of A. The automaton A bisimulates
the hybrid system H in the following sense. There
is a positive-probability edge from a state X 0 to
a state X 00 of the quotient automaton A if and
only if there exists a positive-probability transition from a state of x0 of H that belongs to X 0 to
a state x00 of H that belongs to X 00 . Bisimilar systems have similar rea hability properties. Thus,
the hybrid system H stays forever in XF with
positive probability if and only if the automaton
A stays forever in X10 with positive probability.
3.2 Probabilisti o-minimal hybrid systems

H = hX ; X ; X0 ; X ; F; Inv; Dens; L; E i; where
 X = fq1 ; : : : ; q g is a set of dis rete states.
 X = R is a set of ontinuous states. The
system state spa e is X = X  X .
 X0  X is a set of initial states.
 X  X is a set of nal states.
 F = fF ; : : : ; F m g is a ow set, ea h F i :
R ! R is a ve tor eld.
 Inv : X ! 2Rn assigns to a dis rete state
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an invariant set.
Dens assigns to a dis rete state q a ontinuous density fun tions Dens(q ) : R ! R 0 .
L = fl1 ; : : : ; lN g is a set of edge labels.
n
n
E  XD  XD  2R  2R  [ 0; 1 ℄  L is
a set of edges. Ea h edge e = hq; q 0 ; g; r; p; li
onsists of the following elements.
 q 2 XD is a sour e state of e.
 q0 2 XD is a target state of e.
 g  R n is a guard of e, whi h onsists of
all ontinuous sour es of e.
 r  R n is a reset of e, whi h onsists of
all ontinuous targets of e.
 p 2 [0; 1℄ is a probability of e.
 l 2 L is a label of e.

For an edge e, the prede essor of e, denoted by
Pre(e), is the olle tion of pre ondition states of
e, that is, all states whose dis rete elements are
sour e of e and their ontinuous elements belong
to the guard of e. The su essor of e, denoted by
Post(e), is the set of all states whose dis rete elements are the target of e and ontinuous elements
belong to the reset of e.
Dis rete transitions involve both a nondeterministi and a probabilisti de isions as follows. A
nondeterministi de ision is made between lasses
of edges, whi h have the same edge labels. On e a
lass is hosen, an edge is hosen from that lass
a ording to the edge probability.

For a state x = hq; xi, the integral path of the
ow ve tor eld Fq and the point x is the path
d
n
x : R ! R su h that dt F x (t) = F ( F q (t)) and
x (0) = x. The target of a ontinuous transition
that originates at x and take t time units is
denoted by Target(x; t) = hq; x (t)i. The target
state of a in nite-duration transition is denoted
by Target(x; inf).

A probabilisti hybrid system is an initialized hybrid system (Alur et al., 1995) augmented with
edge probability parameters and density fun tions. The dis rete transitions are hosen a ording to the edge probability parameters. The durations of the ontinuous transitions are hosen
a ording to ontinuous density fun tions.

De nition 2. (Probabilisti hybrid-system path).
A path of a probabilisti hybrid system H is a
nite or in nite sequen e

De nition 1. (Probabilisti hybrid system). A Probabilisti hybrid system is a tuple

(1) The i-th primary state is xi = hqi ; xi i 2 X ,
the time-su essor state is x0i = hqi ; x0i i 2 X ,

H = x0

! x00 ! x1 ! x01 ! x2 !   

t0

e0

t1

e1

t2

Initial state x0 is in X0 and for i = 0; 1; 2; : : :, the
following hold.
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Fig. 2. The quotient automaton A.
the edge is ei 2 E , and the es ape time of the
ontinuous transition is ti 2 R 0 [ f+1g.
(2) The i-th time-su essor state x0i i is the target
of the ontinuous transition that originates at
xi and es apes from q1 after ti time units,
i.e., x0i = Target(xi ; ti ) if ti is nite and
x0i = Target(xi ; inf) if ti = 1.
(3) The x0i enables the edge ei and the state
xi+1 belongs to the target region of ei , i.e.,
x0i 2 Pre(ei ) and xi+1 2 Post(ei ):
For example, the path hq1 ; h1; 0ii ! hq1 ; h7; 2 ln 7ii
e1
4
hq3 ; h4; 6ii 1!
! hq2 ; h4; 4ii 2! hq2 ; h6; 8ii e!
originates from the initial state of the ba teriagrowing system H and stays forever in q3 .
ln 7

Elementary questions about the behavior of hybrid systems are unde idable (Henzinger et al.,
1998). Unde idability follows from too ompliated topology of the sets and fun tions of hybrid systems. O-minimal (order minimal) sets and
fun tions have ne topologi al properties (van den
Dries, 1998). An o-minimal subset of R is a nite
union of intervals. A bisimulation is an equivalen e relation on a state spa e of a transition
system. Hybrid systems that have onstru tible
nite bisimulations are de idable. O-minimal hybrid systems, whose sets and fun tions are ominimal admit nite bisimulations (La erriere et
al., 2000). Hybrid systems with linear di erential equations have onstru tible nite bisimulations (La erriere et al., 1999).
Reasoning about the behavior of a hybrid system
involves exploration of an in nite state spa e. For
a probabilisti hybrid system with linear di erential equations H, onsider the following qualitative
question. Does H have a positive-probability path
that rea hes the set of nal states and stays there
forever? In order to de ide the question, a nitestate automaton with edge probabilities A that
satis es the following requirements is onstru ted.
The automaton A is an abstra tion of H, i.e., there

is an equivalen e relation  XH  XH su h that
the state spa e of A is the quotient spa e XH = .
In addition, the automaton A probabilisti ally
bisimulates the system H, i.e., the set of initial
and nal states X0 ; XF 2 XH are unions of states
of A and for states X 0 ; X 00 of A, there exists a
positive-probability path in A from X 0 to X 00 if
and only if there exist states x0 2 X 0 and x00 2 X 00
su h that there exists a positive-probability path
in H from x0 to x00 .
The onstru tion of the automaton A is as follows.
The behavior of A is purely probabilisti and there
are no nondeterministi hoi es{a positive real
number is assigned to ea h of the edges of A. The
transition relation of A is omplete, that is, paths
of A never end and may rea h a self loop. Constru ting A involves onstru ting an equivalen e
relation  XH  XH and de ning the probability parameters. The bisimulation algorithm for
hybrid systems with linear di erential equations
of (La erriere et al., 1999) is used to onstru t
the state spa e of A. In addition, for ea h dis rete
state q of H, an auxiliary state is added to A,
referred to as the gateway of q . The edges of A
simulates the transitions of H as follows. An edges
that enters a gateway state simulates a dis rete
transition of H. An edge that leaves a gateway
state simulates a ontinuous transition. A self
loop simulates a ontinuous transition that stays
forever in region.
Sin e the system H and the automaton A are
bisimilar, there is a positive-probability path in
H that stays forever in the nal state of H if
and only if there is a positive-probability a path
of A that stays forever in the states of A that
simulate the nal states of H. A ording to (Alur
et al., 1991; Vardi, 1999) if these states of A are a
terminal maximal strongly onne ted omponent
of A that is rea hable from the initial state of A
then the required path of A exists. This algorithm
de ides the question about probabilisti hybrid
systems with linear di erential equations.
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